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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
In the digital age, the constant evolution of technological tools is shaping the higher education landscape. Among these 

innovations, ChatGPT, a conversational artificial intelligence, is attracting growing interest. This article aims to examine the 
uses and perceptions of ChatGPT by higher education students. By combining state-of-the-art research with empirical 
methodology, this study aims to shed light on how ChatGPT is integrated into students' academic journeys and the impact of 
its use on their learning. 

 
The article is structured around several main axes. Firstly, a detailed literature review situates our research in the 

broader context of digital technologies in education. Next, a methodology that combines individual interviews and group 
workshop is used to gather rich qualitative data. The carefully analyzed results reveal various trends and perceptions of 
ChatGPT, highlighting both its pedagogical advantages and the challenges it poses. Finally, a thorough discussion confronts 
these findings with our initial hypotheses, providing a nuanced perspective on the impact of ChatGPT in higher education. 

 
This research contributes to the understanding of the integration of AIs like ChatGPT in education. It aspires not only 

to enrich the academic debate on the subject, but also to inform future educational practices, considering the evolving needs 
of contemporary education. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

 
In our preceding state-of-the-art article, we discuss how artificial intelligence, particularly ChatGPT, is fundamentally 

altering the educational landscape. 
 
Indeed, the evolution of educational objectives and pedagogical approaches requires a deep understanding of 

individual characteristics of students as learners motivated by specific goals [1]. Beyond these individual characteristics, the 
overall educational environment (and the learning patterns that emerge from interactions within it) [7] plays an important 
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role, especially at a time when education is increasingly focused on developing computational and critical thinking to shape 
informed citizens [5]. 
 

Teachers, as key facilitators of this educational process, are constantly faced with the need to analyze and adjust their 
pedagogical approach. They must incorporate digital technologies and artificial intelligence into their teaching practices, as 
their interactions with learners take place in an ever-evolving environment. 

 
This challenge is exacerbated by the rapid pace of technological advancements, particularly in the field of AI, which are 

progressing faster than educational programs and policy decisions. Consequently, while we see proposals for improving skills 
assessment [3] , teachers often find themselves independently experimenting with new teaching and assessment 
approaches, convinced that AI is fundamentally redefining the educational landscape [4]. 

 
While these debates are not new, the prominence of artificial intelligence, and more specifically, Chat GPT, in education 

sparks controversies regarding its opportunities and potential dangers. While Collin and Marceau [2] describe the ethical and 
critical issues of AI in higher education, the report from the Ministry of National Education and Youth [6] explores the 
pedagogical potentials of AI, and some passionately argue that AI, including Chat GPT, can contribute to the development of 
learners' critical and writing skills [5]. 
 

This zone of uncertainty underscores the need to examine the practical uses of Chat GPT in education, a field that 
remains relatively under-documented. It is crucial to understand how students perceive this tool in their higher education 
learning journey and how this perception influences their use of the tool. 
 

These key references form the theoretical foundation of our study, enabling an understanding of the complex 
interactions between AI, teaching, and learning in the contemporary context. 

 
In this perspective, the aim of this research is to comprehensively explore the actual uses of Chat GPT by students in 

higher education, as well as their perceptions of this tool. We pose the following question: how do students perceive Chat 
GPT in their learning journey in higher education, and how does this perception influence their use of the tool? The objective 
is to shed light on the debate surrounding the risks and opportunities associated with the integration of Chat GPT in the 
educational context. This research aspires to contribute to the establishment of an informed and thoughtful framework for 
the use of Chat GPT in higher education, addressing the evolving needs of contemporary education.  
 
Methodology 
 

We constructed this research quesZon through a preliminary small-scale field survey: we interviewed a few students 
informally (not recorded), by asking them quesZons about their use of Chat GPT in their studies and any potenZal concerns 
regarding its use. Most of the answers indicated that Chat GPT has become a recurring tool in their academic journey, primarily 
used for wriZng tasks. These responses highlighted the increasing significance of Chat GPT as an assistance tool for higher 
educaZon students, sparking our interest in further exploring this dynamic and its implicaZons in the context of our research. 
 

We iniZally hypothesized the following: students perceive Chat GPT as a valuable assistance tool in their academic 
journey, but this percepZon varies based on their profiles and specific needs. 
 
To validate or invalidate this hypothesis, we also established the following sub-hypotheses: 

1. Advanced-level students (e.g., master's, doctoral) are more likely to consider Chat GPT as an assistance tool 
compared to undergraduate students (e.g., bachelor's). 
2. Students in humaniZes are more inclined to use Chat GPT for academic content wriZng than students with 
technical profiles. 
3. The use of Chat GPT varies depending on the type of academic tasks (e.g., essay wriZng, bibliographic research, 
solving mathemaZcal problems). 

 
To conduct our research, we implemented the following protocol. 
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An empirical approach 
 

We chose to adopt an empirical approach for our fieldwork. The methodology used to conduct this research involved 
individual interviews with 12 higher educaZon students. These interviews, conducted in video conferences or in-person based 
on each parZcipant's availability, ranged in duraZon from 20 minutes to 1 hour, depending on the interviewed students. All 
interviews were recorded, listened to mulZple Zmes, and parZally transcribed for the purpose of comparing their arguments. 
 

The interviews were structured around several overarching themes addressed one by one. IniZally, parZcipants were 
asked quesZons aimed at ge^ng to know them be_er and understanding their profiles (age, educaZonal background, level 
of study, career aspiraZons, etc.). Subsequently, more specific quesZons about their current studies were asked, such as the 
topics they cover in their courses, the type of assignments they have to complete, their study methods, and more. These 
quesZons aimed to gain insight into their approach to learning and evaluaZon within their academic journey. 
 

In the second part of the interview, we explored the topic of arZficial intelligence in general (how they define AI, 
whether they have used AI before and for what purposes, etc.), followed by a specific focus on Chat GPT. We were parZcularly 
interested in their actual use of this tool and how they perceive it (including concepts of trust and cheaZng, which we will see 
later). 
 

The main objecZve of these interviews was to understand students' uses of Chat GPT. The interviews were semi-
structured; we used a quesZon guide prepared in advance to ensure that we covered the main themes, but the quesZons 
asked were not closed-ended, allowing students to express themselves freely and discuss topics that were not necessarily 
anZcipated, thus bringing out new and original insights. 
 
A discussion workshop 
 

In addiZon to individual interviews, we also organized a discussion workshop to gain further insights into students' 
percepZons of Chat GPT. The goal of this workshop was to encourage students' criZcal reflecZon on how this technology is 
perceived and could be used in the context of their studies while idenZfying potenZal challenges. This recorded workshop 
lasted for 2 hours and brought together 7 voluntary students, including both technical profiles and those from social sciences 
backgrounds. 
 

We began by introducing ourselves and presented the purpose of our research as an introducZon. Speaking Zme 
was then given to each of the students so that they could freely share their potenZal experience (or non-experience) with 
Chat GPT. 
 

We then got to the heart of the ma_er by moving on to a brainstorming Zme where students could share their ideas 
on how Chat GPT can be used in a learning context. In this case, the context was provided to them through the following 
instrucZons: "You are taking a 'Marke0ng' course at the university. Your teacher has assigned you a project to create an online 
adver0sing campaign to promote a fic0onal product. For this assignment, you have several expecta0ons from your teacher: 

- Analyze your target audience 
- Analyze market trends 
- Create persuasive content (poster, video, and message to convey) 

Think about how Chat GPT could be used to assist you in comple0ng your work". 
 

The purpose of this context, which does not correspond to a typical assignment they would have to complete in 
their studies (as their profiles do not align with this type of exercise), was to encourage creaZvity and bold thinking without 
students being constrained by their usual knowledge and working methods. A discussion between them followed and they 
made their Chat GPT prompts all together to respond to the iniZal instrucZons. 
 

Finally, the workshop concluded with a discussion of the risks and opportuniZes idenZfied by the students in the 
context of this workshop, followed by our concluding remarks. 
 

The target audience for conducZng this research was only higher educaZon students, of all levels and from all 
backgrounds, volunteering to parZcipate. Finally, four types of profiles volunteered for this research: economics or social 
sciences (sociology, economics), design, communicaZon (digital markeZng), and technical (computer science, digital). 
 

The data to be analyzed consists exclusively of qualitaZve data, either from the interviews or the workshop. These 
data were collected for the purpose of comparison to highlight prevailing trends among the tesZmonies of each parZcipant. 
 
Aber analyzing this data, here are the main findings that emerged from it. 
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3. RESULTS  
 
3.1. The majority uses of Chat GPT 
 

While the primary funcZonality of Chat GPT allows its users to interact with a chatbot that generates responses 
through AI, students quickly adapted to this phenomenon. 
 

Indeed, among the 12 students interviewed, only 3 do not use this tool. As for the others, it's a different story 
altogether. Firstly, it should be noted that among those who use Chat GPT, it is not just occasional usage but rather frequent, 
even an integrated working method in their daily life as students for a li_le over a year now, regardless of their profile. 
 

Moreover, where one might imagine different uses for profiles focused on economics and social sciences compared 
to technical or communicaZon profiles, it is also a bit more complex. 
 

First of all, we have various uses of Chat GPT, which remain the same regardless of the profile of the interviewee. 
These include tasks such as formulaZng and reformulaZng sentences, generaZng ideas or arguments, correcZng spelling 
errors, translaZon, searching funcZonality, explaining concepts or course content, summarizing texts, and lastly, creaZng plans 
or structuring ideas. 
 

Secondly, there are uses of Chat GPT that are only employed by technical profiles, in addiZon to the above-
menZoned uses. These involve tasks related to coding and debugging code. 
 

Finally, we have some more unique uses of Chat GPT that are not characterized by any specific profile. This includes 
personifying the tool, turning it into a personalized tutor, or even a psychologist. 
 
We will delve into these three scenarios to be_er understand the dynamics of these uses. 
 
3.1.1. Universal uses, linked to wriLng tasks 
 

FormulaZon/reformulaZon: this is the most popular use of Chat GPT among the interviewed students (more than half!). 
This popularity can be explained by several factors. Firstly, whether it's composing complex reports or just sending a few 
emails, wriZng is a key skill common to all academic paths that all students have to deal with. Moreover, most students are 
assessed through porfolios in which they present their work, projects, and need to jusZfy their accomplishments, oben 
summarized in a few wri_en pages. In other cases, students are evaluated directly in in-person exams, where again, they must 
write to demonstrate their skills. In other words, even a technical pracZcal applicaZon is generally accompanied by a wri_en 
report in most cases. 
 

As a result, we see new pracZces among students since the introducZon of Chat GPT: the formulaZon or reformulaZon 
of sentences. There are two scenarios: the first is formulaZon. In this case, students roughly explain what they want to express 
and ask Chat GPT to formulate this idea into a sentence, allowing them to have correct syntax and express their idea 
comprehensibly. This scenario is notably used by students for email wriZng: "For example, when I can't formulate a sentence 
in a cover le_er, I tell it, 'Could you formulate this idea but in a proper way?' and it does it really well"; "I actually used Chat 
GPT today to respond to negaZve customer reviews politely, apologizing while maintaining professionalism." 
 

In the second scenario, there is the reformulaZon: in this case, students translate their own ideas into sentences, 
choosing vocabulary, syntax, word order, and so on. Then, they simply perform a copy-paste acZon to ask Chat GPT to rephrase 
their text into language more suitable for academic evaluaZon or, when applicable, professional contexts (such as during 
internships). The transformaZon of sentences is not the only request made by students in the case of reformulaZon; they also 
use this tool to adjust texts by lengthening or shortening them according to the number of pages or characters required by 
their professors : "for example, to elaborate on a text, you can directly ask Chat GPT, and then you have more details, so you 
can draw inspiraZon from it". Others also menZon "making it longer or shorter depending on what we want". This scenario is 
more frequently used by students when wriZng reports or papers to be submi_ed. 
 

Similar to the reformulaZon of sentences and the students' desire to submit reports they consider "well-wri_en," the 
correcZon of spelling mistakes by Chat GPT is also a very common pracZce among the interviewed students. For this, the 
usage is exactly the same as in the case of reformulaZon, using a copy-paste acZon, students ask Chat GPT to correct their 
spelling mistakes. For example, "for my thesis, it saves me from proofreading it 15,000 Zmes; I give it my paragraph and ask it 
to correct my mistakes, then it tells me there's a missing 's,' etc". This is even done someZmes to replace previous pracZces 
they had, such as the use of "MerciApp, for example". 
 

TranslaZon is also one of the frequent uses performed by students on Chat GPT. SZll related to content wriZng, we see 
students abandoning their previous use of DeepL or Google Translate for Chat GPT, which they consider having superior quality 
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and be_er adaptability to the context. "It's be_er in English, I think". This mainly concerns the translaZon of their wriZngs 
from French to English. Again, the request is simple, a copy-paste followed by a request for translaZon into English. 
 

Another noteworthy use is the generaZon of ideas or arguments. This usage is less common but menZoned by some 
interviewed students. This use case concerns students who come from economics or social sciences, design and 
communicaZon. Whenever this usage was menZoned by a student, it was jusZfied in the context of wriZng a reflecZve or 
criZcal report on a given topic. Here too, there are several scenarios: students lacking ideas look for some on the topic in Chat 
GPT to have a starZng point and overcome writer's block. "For my thesis, for example, I ask it [...] what problem you can 
propose to me". Another scenario involves students lacking inspiraZon, turning to Chat GPT to find counterarguments to their 
reasoning and thus strengthen their argumentaZon further “then it gives really original ideas that help me stand out". 
 

Lastly, another use related to content wriZng is worth noZng : that of construcZng a plan. Again, this mainly concerns 
reflecZve, analyZcal, or criZcal argumentaZve work, and two scenarios are notable. Like idea generaZon, some students don't 
hesitate to type their assignment topic into Chat GPT and ask it to create a plan, then they build their enZre argument and 
ideas based on this plan. "It helps provide ideas, and then we're not obligated to use them, but it's like inspiraZon". Other 
students proceed in the opposite way, jo^ng down all their ideas in a drab in a sca_ered manner and then asking Chat GPT 
to structure their ideas to create a coherent plan based on these ideas before moving on to wriZng. 
 
3.1.2. AddiLonal uses for more technical tasks  
 

In the absence of not having more varied profiles, technical profiles sZll stood out for an addiZonal use of Chat GPT 
specific to their studies (and their future profession): programming. 
 

All the technical profiles that were interviewed menZoned using Chat GPT for coding purposes. However, they point out 
that this usage can quickly find its limitaZons (see secZon 3.2.1) and is employed for very specific cases. 
 

Firstly, there is the generaZon of a code skeleton. Computer science students have a clear idea in advance of what they 
want to code and have defined the objecZves of what they wish to produce. Consequently, they present their project to Chat 
GPT to provide context, specify the desired outcome, and ask it to create the skeleton of their code. This skeleton, which 
serves as their foundaZon, allows them to simply add all the lines of code they want: "I provide it with context so that it has 
a certain approach to what I need, and to give it direcZon. Then, I'll give it arguments that I want it to integrate into the script 
because I don’t expect it to generate the script for me; I really need to provide the necessary data... and it's just a first drab, I 
never keep it as is". 
 

Then, there's the case of searching for commands. Students would simply ask Chat GPT in the form of a quesZon what 
the command is for performing a specific acZon. This occurs especially when interacZng with their terminal. Here, it would 
be similar to using Chat GPT as a search engine. 
 

Lastly, there is the case of code debugging. In this scenario, students are increasingly inclined to use Chat GPT to debug 
their code when it has an error, rather than turning to forums like Stack Overflow to correct their mistakes. This new pracZce 
allows them to save Zme and understand their error by directly asking quesZons to Chat GPT without needing to wait for 
someone's response on the forum. 
 

While one might expect Chat GPT to be used extensively to generate code that students may not be capable of wriZng 
in languages they may not necessarily know, we are actually witnessing a moderate usage where it serves as a basic foundaZon 
and support to progress more easily in their work. The enZre process of code construcZon remains primarily in the hands of 
the students themselves. 
 

However, this uZlitarian pracZce of Chat GPT for programming is specific to computer science students. Indeed, when it 
comes to students without a technical background who need to perform some coding tasks, they tend to use Chat GPT to 
write these lines of code and focus more on analyzing the results they obtain. This is the case for economics students who 
need to create data visualizaZons. "When I have trouble with a technical detail like deleZng a column from a database [...] it 
allows me to manipulate the database without making mistakes, and it can also help us learn, it provides assistance so that 
we can remember it next Zme." 
 
3.1.3. More original uses of Chat GPT: opportuniLes to exploit ?  
 

Although most of the interviewed students menZoned using Chat GPT only for their studies, some reported using it 
beyond their academic needs. 
 

Indeed, we someZmes come across more unique use cases, which even go as far as personifying Chat GPT, aimed at 
addressing specific student needs. 
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First, we have the case of a student who menZons having a lot of difficulZes in English and that his two hours of English 
class per month do not allow him to improve. In his case, he menZons following many online courses with various resources 
to improve, doing exercises, a_ending lessons, etc. However, he also uses Chat GPT as a "home tutor" to complement his 
efforts. Aber taking an online English course (mainly focused on grammar), he asks all his quesZons about the course to Chat 
GPT, much like a student would in a classroom. 
 

Beyond just asking quesZons, he explains that GPT is "really like a home tutor, and that's great". Finally, he specifies that 
he also asks Chat GPT to generate exercises for him, with their correcZons, and that he gets to choose the level of difficulty 
for the exercises: "I will tell him, well, you are my English teacher, I am your student. You must give me an exercise on the past 
perfect in English, you will give me 10 fill-in-the-blank sentences with verbs that I have to complete in the past perfect. It 
doesn't ma_er if I have the right or wrong answer, you sZll provide me with a correcZon, explaining as much as possible why 
I should do that, etc. [...] and if I see that I haven't understood yet, I will ask him again to give me a lesson, exercises, etc." "I 
can also ask him for exercises of different difficulty levels; it's a good way to learn". 
 

Again, this allows him to pracZce and ask quesZons to Chat GPT if needed. Furthermore, he specifies that this pracZce 
allows him to ask "silly quesZons" without fearing judgment, as he would in a classroom since he is alone in front of his 
computer, which is not a human with thoughts (see part 3.2.3). 
 

Another scenario reported by another student, who menZons using Chat GPT outside of his studies as well: as a 
psychologist. Aber giving it a context and assigning it the role of a mental health professional, he asked Chat GPT to ask him 
quesZons for self-reflecZon. He explains that although he is aware that Chat GPT is not a professional and that this kind of 
pracZce is not suitable for someone who genuinely needs guidance, the act of expressing all his thoughts and quesZons to an 
AI rather than a human allowed him to express himself without feeling judged. 
 

Although these two uses of Chat GPT go beyond the educaZonal context, the common thread to highlight in these 
interacZons is the "human" dimension offered by a non-human enZty. This dimension raises quesZons about the 
opportuniZes and risks that Chat GPT can offer beyond the academic context. 
 
3.2. Percep*ons of Chat GPT 
 
3.2.1. The concept of trust 
 

The quesZon of trust was addressed to all the students, and contrary to what one might think, the disZncZon between 
pro-GPT and anZ-GPT is not actually so pronounced. 
 

Indeed, trust, as defined by the students, represents the degree of necessity to verify the answers provided by Chat GPT. 
This degree of necessity does not seem to vary so much based on student profiles but rather on the type of task being 
performed with Chat GPT. 
 

If the task is related to wriZng work (spell-checking, formulaZon, or reformulaZon), students do the verificaZon work 
without too much apprehension by simply reviewing the text and making very few changes if necessary. 
 

If the task is translaZon, students also verify the work by reviewing the text, someZmes accompanied by a more thorough 
check of certain words they have doubts about. However, here too, students seem saZsfied with Chat GPT's output, as they 
find this tool more proficient than their own skills. "I know that grammar in English is really not my thing, that it is clearly 
be_er than me at it [...] and it would be foolish to refrain from using it". 
 

The verificaZon process becomes more challenging when asking Chat GPT to explain course concepts or generate 
argument ideas on more specialized topics. Indeed, when it comes to addressing very specific subjects, in which only experts 
in their field can provide explanaZons based on the literature and courses followed by the students, it appears that students 
have more reservaZons regarding Chat GPT's output on the subject: "For example, I know that for my recipes, precise 
quanZZes are needed to meet specific criteria, and I know I can't trust Chat GPT on that". 
 

Others also express reservaZons about Chat GPT's ability to generate new insights and thus produce relevant analysis. 
This is a_ributed to the funcZoning of Chat GPT: "From there to say that it will replace the analyZcal work that will be done, I 
have my doubts [...] because in an ideal world, it would do everything for us, and we would have nothing to do, we would just 
do fieldwork, and it would be the AI that does the analysis. Given the principle of machine learning, the trap I see is going in 
circles, not having anything new and nothing surprising, and when there's a new element from the field, it keeps looping on 
it, saying, 'No, it's this, it's this, it's this'. Already in the world of human research, it takes Zme for new insights to emerge 
because we're stuck on the knowledge we have, and we see new things as excepZons." 
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So, where does the degree of necessity to verify Chat GPT's output lie among those who use it? Students mainly refer to 
the noZon of "common sense": "It's more about if it's coherent, based on my prerequisites, I think it seems logical, even if we 
can't be 100% confident", "For me, it's about common sense [...] if it seems plausible, coherent, or if I feel it's just bullshit". 
 

When it comes to knowledge they believe they are capable of recognizing the accuracy of and correcZng accordingly, the 
degree of necessity is low, as it requires minimal external resources (this includes tasks like translaZon, spelling, and sentence 
reformulaZon). When dealing with knowledge they are not experts in (such as course concepts they have just learned in class), 
this is when they become more skepZcal about the accuracy of what Chat GPT produces and turn more to the resources 
provided by their teachers: "For more complex ma_ers, I'm a bit more skepZcal. I noZced it when, for example, I asked it to 
explain certain arZcles that I already knew, and it gave me all sorts of wrong informaZon". 
 

Thus, these reservaZons manifest in two approaches to Chat GPT: those who do not use it and those who use it while 
adopZng an adapZve behavior. "I've learned to not ask it certain things, and I also tell myself that if the result isn't good, it's 
because of the prompt and not the AI, because it's so powerful that it comes from my prompts." 
 

It is important to note, however, that regardless of the task performed and the degree of verificaZon needed, students 
always exercise control over Chat GPT's output. In other words, among the interviewed students, there is no acceptance of 
Chat GPT's output without reviewing and evaluaZng it by the students themselves. 
 

We also see some extreme pracZces of informaZon verificaZon. For example, one pro-GPT student has chosen to opt for 
the Chat GPT Plus subscripZon. He menZons that, in addiZon to his usual verificaZons when he doubts the informaZon, he 
also uses a "Fact Check" plugin. "Basically, you can copy and paste the content from Chat GPT, and it will fact-check it for you 
[...] by searching on the internet, it provides links and sources. So, either I use common sense, or I verify on the internet, or I 
check what Chat GPT told me with Chat GPT." 
 

Finally, the task of code generaZon is disZnct. The verificaZon process for students is easier because they only need to 
test the code to see if it works and meets their expectaZons. In this way of working, there are only two possible outcomes: 
the code either doesn't work or it works. The code itself determines its degree of accuracy. In cases where it doesn't work, 
students adapt by either modifying their prompt or changing the code themselves to achieve a more saZsfactory result: 
"Anything that doesn't suit me, I'll tell it, well, no, you should modify it like this [...] because I know exactly what I want". 
Students who generate code with Chat GPT determine their degree of verificaZon based on the visible and verifiable result 
they obtain. However, it's important to note that students themselves specify to Chat GPT what it should modify concretely 
aber reviewing the code (this implies an understanding of the proposed code). 
 

On the other hand, some students believe that generaZng code with Chat GPT can have limitaZons, especially in 
professional contexts where concerns about data confidenZality arise. That's why most students only generate code bases 
(skeletons) with Chat GPT and use it as a uZlity when it comes to programming something. 
 

Furthermore, beyond trust in the result produced by Chat GPT, an anZ-GPT profile stood out by menZoning a noZon of 
trust in the tool itself. Some express concerns about the emergence of AI tools without explicit moderaZon in the context of 
educaZon and the potenZal long-term consequences. "It scares me; I think we didn't have that in middle/high school, you 
know? I think we're just creaZng a generaZon even dumber than ours, and we weren't too bright with social media and all 
that; the slightest problem they have, they go to Chat GPT, they don't even realize it, and they send the thing... I find it scary". 
Others, on the contrary, see it as an opportunity to seize and potenZally beneficial. "We've been using AI for quite some Zme 
without even realizing it... it's just that now it has another dimension, and we're starZng to humanize it by talking to it a bit 
more. So, for me, it's sZll progress, a good thing, but it should be used intelligently". 
 
3.2.2. The concept of cheaLng 
 

The quesZon of cheaZng was also addressed with the interviewed students. Most of them perceive cheaZng in two 
possible ways: 

- CheaZng would be the act of going beyond a clearly defined framework and rules (such as during exams where it is 
explicitly stated that using course materials is not allowed). 

- CheaZng would be the act of not thinking criZcally (either by borrowing ideas that are not one's own or by failing 
to try to understand and internalize these ideas). 

 
The first definiZon of cheaZng as described by the students is clear and based on concrete cases, such as an exam or an 

in-person test. Taking place in a specific space and Zme, it involves adhering to a shared agreement and a set of rules that are 
clearly defined and established prior to an evaluaZon, to which all students must adhere, under the risk of facing penalZes. 
In this case, everyone knows explicitly what is expected of them and the consequences of exceeding this agreement; the 
boundary is very clear and transparent. 
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In the second case, there is a much blurrier line between what is prohibited and what is allowed. Firstly, it should be 
noted that while tradiZonal in-person exams are sZll a part of higher educaZon, there seems to be a growing trend towards 
emphasizing the pracZcal applicaZon of concepts covered in class and, consequently, conZnuous assessment through 
submi_ed assignments (whether it be pracZcal exercises, reflecZve essays, etc.). This disrupts the basic rules where students 
would be evaluated in a specific Zme and place, with strict and defined regulaZons. Indeed, it involves extending the 
boundaries of the school to the student's home. It involves evaluaZng over a longer period and not just within a few hours. It 
involves collaboraZng with increasingly powerful digital tools: iniZally Wikipedia, then discussion forums, and gradually 
leading to Chat GPT and all these AI tools which have mulZplied by thousands in recent years. 
 

From this point onwards, it becomes difficult to clearly define a field of what is forbidden and what is allowed. The 
concept of plagiarism is also oben associated with cheaZng. Originally, according to the Minister of Higher EducaZon and 
Research plagiarism consZtutes "the immoral appropriaZon of a text without a_ribuZng it to its author. The plagiarist steals 
a text, copies it literally, or makes modificaZons and usurps the status of the author." In the academic context, plagiarism is 
oben reduced to the act of incorporaZng or reproducing content from a source into one's own work without proper citaZon 
or a_ribuZon to the original author. 
 

The quesZon of plagiarism arises for generaZve text tools such as Chat GPT: can a text generated by an AI truly be 
considered plagiarism? It is in this kind of legal gray area that some students operate: “We were not forbidden and at the 
same Zme we didn’t ask”, "We don't talk about it, and we act as if it doesn't exist, and no one will say anything, great". An 
interesZng metaphor was provided by one student to describe this phenomenon: that of a poker game. According to him, the 
use of Chat GPT, which is not regulated or even discussed between teachers and students, would consZtute a giant poker 
game, in which the student plays their cards by using Chat GPT in the least visible manner possible in their submissions, so 
that the teacher cannot disZnguish their bluff. And "if you get caught, it means you played badly". 
 

CheaZng would not be defined as a fixed and disZnct concept. It would, in fact, form a kind of conZnuum with plagiarism 
at one end and pure and hard thinking contribuZons, only produced by the student, at the other (see figure below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Schema/c representa/on of the chea/ng con/nuum 

 
 

The space between these two ends would represent this legal gray area, which is the students' playground. The 
closer the student gets to the plagiarism end, the more their bluffing game becomes dangerous and is perceived as cheaZng. 
To move away from this red zone, most students talk about contribuZng effort and "thinking". 
 
This contribuZon of work would represent any contribuZon from the student to the producZon of Chat GPT. 
 
Indeed, some believe that using text produced by Chat GPT could be considered as plagiarism unless if : 

- This text is reworked by a reformulaZon specific to the student. In this case, this would be similar to the 
reappropriaZon of the ideas generated by Chat GPT, involving effort on the student's part, which no longer qualifies 
as cheaZng. 

- This text serves as a reflecZve foundaZon, to which the student subsequently adds their own reasoning. In this case, 
an element of criZcal thinking has been incorporated, which no longer consZtutes cheaZng. 

- The ideas derived from it were iniZated by the student in the prompt. In this case, the thought process was 
generated by the student beforehand, and the tool simply transcribed those ideas to provide syntacZc coherence. 

Therefore, according to the interviewed students, if they contribute to the final submission, they don’t cross the red line. 
However, this remains more or less a bluff to the extent that “perhaps the teachers consider it cheaZng”. 
 

Finally, some students also add that one must "adapt to the tools that exist and move with the Zmes", and "believe that 
if they are there, it's to simplify our lives, so we might as well use them". 

 
3.2.3. Pros and cons of Chat GPT 

 
An advantage menZoned by all students who use Chat GPT is the Zme saved. Indeed, many describe a considerable Zme 

savings from using Chat GPT in their studies, to the extent that it has become a work habit for them. 
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This Zme-saving is most commonly described when students menZon wriZng tasks such as paraphrasing or spelling 
correcZon. It allows them to spend more Zme on the reflecZve aspect and the substanZve content of their argument, rather 
than on its form. "It's more efficient if I delegate certain things to it [...] and it's a Zme saver because someZmes I've already 
spent a lot of Zme figuring out what I want to say, but I'm going around in circles without knowing how to phrase it, and this 
saves me from searching for the perfect sentence for half an hour". 
 

Another advantage was described by one student. He doesn’t believe that one can achieve excellence with tools like Chat 
GPT; however, he points out that it is a significant Zme-saver for quickly achieving the minimum. He says, "I find it hard to 
imagine a project where you can get an A with Chat GPT, but you can easily get a B [...] it's a bit like a cheat code". He illustrates 
his point by giving an example that happened to him. During a project where he had to produce a criZcal argument on a given 
topic, he says he spent many hours reading different arZcles, books, and searching for various sources to support his points 
and have a very comprehensive argument. He ended up ge^ng the highest grade of A. However, he quickly realized that some 
of his classmates had used Chat GPT to construct their arguments, allowing them to spend much less working hours than him 
to finally get a grade of B. He believes that the difference between the grade one can achieve with Chat GPT and the one 
obtained by finding their own resources and working on their text themselves is not worth the extra effort. 
 

Finally, the last advantage highlighted by students regarding the use of Chat GPT is related to its funcZoning. The "chat" 
aspect, which allows for a quesZon-answer dynamic, gives students the impression of talking to a human. We even see ways 
of asking quesZons that are friendly, using familiar language (such as when students asked their quesZons to Chat GPT during 
the discussion workshop), but also using polite phrases, such as "thank you", "great", or "super", to express their saZsfacZon 
with the responses they receive. 
 

The feeling of talking to a human while being aware that it is not a human creates a sense of trust and provides a non-
judgmental space for students that doesn’t exist at school when they are surrounded by other students. Chat GPT appears to 
some as a confident person devoid of judgment to whom one is not afraid to ask quesZons and seek advices (in fact, this 
atmosphere of trust gives rise to certain pracZces such as using Chat GPT as a home tutor or as a psychologist). 
 

However, students have also expressed reservaZons that appear as disadvantages to the use of Chat GPT and oben 
translate into fears. 
 

Indeed, some express "fear of becoming alienated" and dependent on the tool. Either by not being able to do without 
Chat GPT when it comes to compleZng work, or by the fear of no longer being able to think for oneself. Some students admit 
that using Chat GPT has drasZcally changed their way of working. During the discussion workshop, students even menZoned 
a before/aber Chat GPT. However, some fear becoming dependent on this tool out of "laziness" and "convenience." 
 

AddiZonally, some have also noZced the negaZve effects of text generaZon based on a probability model. Indeed, 
some students have encountered hallucinaZons from Chat GPT, "I asked it to summarize an arZcle I was familiar with to see 
what it would say, and I realized that it was actually saying anything"; "I asked it for sources and arZcles for my thesis topic, 
and it gave me stuff that doesn't exist". These hallucinaZons are indeed because Chat GPT operates on a probabilisZc model 
that generates the most likely word based on the context. 
 

This operaZon also raises quesZons about the noZon of "common sense" menZoned earlier: the very essence of 
Chat GPT is to produce coherent content, so when students talk about "common sense through coherence" to verify if an 
informaZon is true, this reasoning reaches its limits. 
 
4. DISCUSSION 
 
Now let's return to our iniZal hypotheses to compare them with our research results. 
 

1. Advanced-level students (e.g., master's and doctoral students) are more likely to consider Chat GPT as an 
assistance tool compared to undergraduate students (e.g., bachelor's degree). 
 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to validate this hypothesis within the scope of our research, which contains biases. 
This is primarily due to the voluntary recruitment of students to parZcipate in our study. Finding parZcipants proved to be 
parZcularly challenging, especially for the workshop. Imposing a specific locaZon and date depends on varying schedule 
availabiliZes among students. To recruit parZcipants, we used various methods : calls for volunteers on the networks, direct 
contact with students, posZng in student catering places, calls for sharing on various campuses, etc. 
 

Beyond scheduling constraints, recruiZng willing students for research is a complex task. It involves convincing 
individuals that their voices and experiences ma_er and are valuable for the research. Moreover, moZvaZon for parZcipaZng 
in the study oben depends on the presented topic, in our case, primarily focusing on Chat GPT. Consequently, only students 
who were already aware of Chat GPT or had used it showed interest in the subject. 
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UlZmately, most of the volunteers were students from our immediate circle. It is noteworthy that only three disZnct 
profiles emerged among these parZcipants. The invesZgaZon would have been much richer if we had access to even more 
varied profiles. Despite the similarity of their profiles, it is essenZal to emphasize that only master's students responded to 
the call, making it impossible to compare percepZons of Chat GPT between students at different levels (e.g., bachelor's versus 
master's). Nevertheless, this limitaZon highlights a reality: only students already familiar with digital tools were able to 
parZcipate in this survey. This suggests that even though Chat GPT has created a significant impact and accelerated the 
development of AI, it may not necessarily provide more universal access to digital tools for those who are not already users. 
 

2. Students in economics and humaniZes are more inclined to use Chat GPT for academic content wriZng than 
students with technical profiles. 

 
We can state that this hypothesis is invalidated. Contrary to our expectaZons of a significant difference in pracZces 

between students majoring in computer science and those in sociology, for example, it turns out that this difference is not so 
pronounced. 
 

All students, regardless of their profiles, are confronted with wri_en assignments that require reflecZon and good 
wriZng skills. As a result, very similar pracZces emerge among these students, including spelling correcZon, sentence 
restructuring, idea formulaZon, and more. These pracZces are applied to their wri_en work to save Zme and focus more on 
content than form. 
 

The only pracZce that disZnguishes students with technical profiles from others is code generaZon: they use Chat 
GPT to generate the skeleton of their code or find a specific command. In contrast, some non-technical students who 
encounter code in their studies take a more passive approach to code generaZon, to concentrate more on analyzing its results. 
However, this difference in pracZce is not necessarily related to their profiles but rather to the type of tasks they need to 
perform in their studies. While computer science students are evaluated on the code itself and the logic used to achieve it, 
economics students who need to create data visualizaZons are not evaluated on the visualizaZons themselves but rather on 
their ability to analyze them. Programming is, therefore, merely a means to an end, and they concentrate their efforts more 
on what they are genuinely assessed on. 
 

3. Therefore, we can say that our last hypothesis, which suggests that the use of Chat GPT varies depending on the 
type of academic tasks (e.g., essay wriZng, bibliographic research, solving mathemaZcal problems), is validated. Indeed, 
depending on the type of task required, students will use Chat GPT as an assistant in every possible and necessary way to 
produce work that will meet the standards of evaluaZon. It is also important to note that students make it a point of honor 
that their efforts are not erased by potenZal use of Chat GPT and therefore use it as a means to achieve their ends, and not 
as an end in itself. 

 
As a result, the main hypothesis of our research, which states that "students perceive Chat GPT as a valuable 

assistance tool in their academic journey, but this percepZon varies depending on their profile and specific needs," should be 
nuanced. 
 

Students do, indeed, perceive Chat GPT as an assistance tool in the sense that they use it as support to build 
foundaZons or find inspiraZon. More importantly, they view it as a significant Zme-saver, allowing them to capitalize on the 
Zme saved, which they can then use as needed depending on the type of task they must perform. 
 

However, their use of Chat GPT does not necessarily vary according to their profile but rather based on their 
percepZon of it. This percepZon translates into two different approaches: either non-usage or adapted usage of Chat GPT. In 
both cases, their percepZon is unique to each individual and is shaped not only by their representaZons of technological tools 
in general but also by their own experience with Chat GPT (for those who use it). 
 

In a presentaZon by Clément Fantoli [9] on the integraZon of AI in educaZon, he makes a disZncZon between 
teaching and educaZng about AI. He emphasizes the importance of not only teaching how AI works and can be used (teaching) 
but also raising students' awareness of the ethical, social, and cultural implicaZons of AI (educaZon). This involves developing 
a comprehensive understanding of the impact of AI on society and educaZng individuals to think criZcally about these 
technologies. 
 

This observaZon has also been made by Heiser and Romero [8], who emphasize the importance of AI educaZon to 
overcome individual percepZons. They highlight the need to understand the limitaZons of AI, stemming from data and 
algorithmic processing. This understanding is crucial for students and teachers because it helps recognize that computer 
programs are created by humans and have limitaZons. According to them, AI educaZon should be integrated into digital 
training to develop adequate skills and influence the content of school programs. This view is also shared by several students 
who have adopted an adapZve use of Chat GPT, recognizing its limitaZons through their interacZons with the tool. 
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Lastly, one final bias to note in the context of this research is our own percepZon of Chat GPT. As a student in higher 
educaZon with a profile spanning social sciences and digital fields and being a user of Chat GPT in my studies, despite my 
efforts to remain as neutral as possible and base my analysis only on the collected data, it is likely that my analysis has been 
influenced by some of my own representaZons and understanding of the subject. Therefore, these results should be regarded 
as indicaZve and subject to verificaZon on a larger scale. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion of this study on the uses and percepZons of ChatGPT by higher educaZon students, several key points emerge. 
 

Firstly, it is evident that ChatGPT, as a conversaZonal AI tool, has a significant impact on the educaZonal landscape. 
Students use it as an assistance tool for various academic tasks, parZcularly focused on wriZng, ranging from paraphrasing to 
generaZng outlines. These versaZle uses highlight a shib in learning methods and the need for educators to adapt to these 
new dynamics. 
 

However, our study reveals that the percepZon of ChatGPT does not simply vary based on students' profiles. On the 
contrary, it depends on their individual percepZon of the tool, directly influencing how they use it. Some choose not to use it, 
while others adopt it in a targeted and tailored manner to their specific needs. This finding underscores the crucial role of 
individual percepZon in the adopZon of digital technologies in educaZon. 
 

A crucial aspect of our research pertains to the concept of trust in ChatGPT and concerns related to cheaZng. Their 
percepZon of the tool, combining noZons of trust and cheaZng, manifests as a conZnuum on which each individual posiZons 
themselves differently based on their definiZon and understanding of the boundaries not to be crossed. This tension between 
trust and cheaZng raises important quesZons about digital ethics educaZon and the necessity of training students to use these 
tools responsibly and criZcally. 
 

Furthermore, our research sheds light on significant points such as the need for a criZcal approach to AI in educaZon. 
It is imperaZve that students' percepZons are informed by a deep understanding of the workings, risks, and limitaZons of AI. 
This entails not only technical training but also educaZon on the ethical and social implicaZons of AI, so that students can 
navigate their learning environment in an informed and criZcal manner. 
 

The findings of our study can contribute to a reevaluaZon of teaching methods, considering the evolving needs of 
contemporary educaZon. This research contributes to the academic discourse on the integraZon of digital technologies in 
educaZon and underscores the need to conZnue research in this dynamic field. It is essenZal to conZnue exploring the uses 
and percepZons of AI to adapt and enhance pedagogical pracZces to meet the demands of an increasingly digiZzed era. 
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